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In a decade if you carefully notice, there are so many open source CMS flooding in the market.
Many came and left the market without putting efforts to be known and few got their recognition and
now converted according to the market needs. But here the scenario is different. The most powerful
and ability to extent themselves as per the needs, that CMS is Drupal. Now-a-days, if any client who
wants a powerful application for his website, any developer thinks about Drupal development and its
abilities to give the best.

You can find out yourself how Drupal customization in Malaysia takes place

URL Control is in your hands:

You love SEO; your developer can make your website more attractive and lovely by using Drupal
and also gives you the ability to customize the URL in any way as per your choice.

No more coding needed:

You donâ€™t have to write codes and create content types every time you set a new page in your CMS.
Drupal gives CCK and view modules, which allows you to create and custom type content based on
your requirement and you donâ€™t have to type a single line of codes

Full control on Revision rounds:

This is the most interesting feature which will definitely make you to fall in love with Drupal. Revision
control let you to see what you had updated last time. Each and everything is so transparent and
you can easily trace it out.

Drupal with page title and Meta:

Again, if you want to promote your website using SEO then you must be well aware of Titles and
Meta tags of the page. Just to keep you informed, not every CMS will provide you with facility to
manage your Meta and title as a default function but with Drupal you are free to manage your pages
with title and Meta in an easier way.

These are the reasons for any web development company choose Drupal development. You can
sense the freedom on your website comparatively to any other CMS. Drupal is like the democratic
government. It is meant for you, by you. You can also hire drupal developers and designers of
Openwave in Malaysia.

For more details, visit @ http://www.openwavecomp.com.my/drupal_website_development.html
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Sam Ward - About Author:
Openwave specializes in providing various services like Website Design and Development, Mobile
Web Application Development, Desktop Application Development, Internet Marketing, Search
Engine Optimization, Pay Per Advertising and Product Development with an innovative approach to
technology and designing methods. We also provide various solutions like Web 2.0, Content
Management Systems, B2B/B2C E-Commerce Solutions, Data Mining, Work Flow Solutions, Online
Payment Portal and Reports Development. Web Applications developed in core technologies - PHP,
ASP.Net, ROR, JAVA and RIA. We have offices located in New York, India, Singapore and
Malaysia.
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